
Mobile projector

• 120" in True FULL HD 1080p
• Xtreme sound and portability
• Android TV experience
• Bluetooth boombox function

PPX720/INT

Xtreme Brightness, Xtreme Sound & Portability
 
Based on Android TV, the PicoPix MaxTV projects images up to 120” in True Full HD. Thanks to multiple image corrections,

automatic brightness, a battery lasting up to 4h, and a boombox function, you'll wonder how you ever lived without it!

Benefits

Xtreme sound, brightness and portability
• Xtreme portability
• Cinematic Experience in 1080p
• Mind-blowing sound
 
Bespoke image correction
• Smart Autofocus
• TI DLP technology / REC709
• Automatic Brightness

• Supercharged Image
 
Android TV experience
• Android TV Experience
• ChromeCast Built-in
 
Connected and Protected
• Fully connected
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Features

Smart Autofocus

One-click auto-focus eliminates the hassle and burden of a manual set-up. The
high-resolution camera and AI driven autofocus, will always ensure you get the
clearest image, automatically.

Xtreme portability

An ultra compact PicoPix Max TV projector packed with everything you need.
Make the most of a 4-hour battery in projection mode or 10 hours in
Bluetooth Speaker mode. The Powerbank function will also charge all your
devices via the USB-C or USB-A port.

TI DLP technology / REC709

Texas Instruments DLP technology, used in 9 out of 10 cinemas worldwide,
delivers vivid pictures, deep contrast, and a bright image in any conditions.
You can expect an unrivalled visual experience with vibrant colors that deliver
100% of the REC709 signal.

Android TV Experience

Your Philips Android TV Projector gives you the content you want when you
want it. You can customise the home screen to display your favourite apps,
making it effortless to start streaming the movies and shows you love or pick
up where you left off. Our OSD has a new intuitive UI design, which makes it
a breeze to navigate and find your way around. Powered by the fastest
AMLOGIC CPU, it provides a smooth, best in class Android TV experience.

Automatic Brightness

With the Auto Brightness feature, you won't even need to adjust the
projector if the room becomes brighter or darker! The light sensor analyses
the room light in real time and automatically tunse the brightness of the
PicoPix Max TV.

ChromeCast Built-in

Chromecast built-in is a technology that allows you to stream your favorite
entertainment and apps from your phone, tablet, or laptop right to your TV
or speakers. Your phone acts as a simple, powerful remote. Just open the
mobile apps you already know and love to quickly access your TV shows and
playlists. No new log-ins or downloads required. You can use your phone to
search, browse, queue and control the projector from anywhere in the home,
and keep using it without disrupting what's playing or draining your battery.

Supercharged Image

Place the projector wherever you wish! Auto keystone and 4 corner
correction help toeliminate crooked and distorted images for a perfectly
proportioned picture even if the device is not straight in front of the wall. It
also gives users an optimal image from virtually any angle and eliminates many
of the hassles of an optimal set-up. Big space, small wall? No worries! The
digital zoom can maximize the image size even if your projector is far away
from the wall. Thanks to the 1.2 throw ratio, small spaces get a bigger picture.
Max TV requires as little as 3.2m to project stunning 120'' picture

Cinematic Experience in 1080p

Native 1080p Full HD resolution from such a compact product means you no
longer have to choose between a portable projector and high resolution.
With the PicoPix MaxTV, you can watch all your favorite movies, TV shows
or play games on a massive 120'' with best-in-class resolution and HDR10. The
completely re-designed cooling system and 4 LED channels deliver incredible
brightness that's 15% superior to Max, dramatically improving the contrast and
avoiding washed out images.

PicoPix MaxTV
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Mind-blowing sound

Immerse yourself with ultra powerful sound, surround and bass boost. The
sound is professionally tuned by a golden ear for a well balanced and perfect
music or cinema playback. You can also use it as an external Bluetooth
speaker via the dedicated Bluetooth button. Additionally, you get an
astounding audiovisual experience and incredible sound quality right out of the
box thanks to the built-in DSP.

Fully connected

Connect all your favorite devices via HDMI (like smartphone, tablet, laptop,
gaming console) or USB-C Video and play all your videos, pictures and audio
files from USB thanks to the built-in multimedia player. The Wi-fi MIMO Dual
Band technology reduces buffering and is ideal for online gaming or watching
Full HD movies.

Specifications
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Technology
Display technology DLP
LED light sources Last over 30.000 hours
Resolution 1920 x 1080 pixel
Resolution supported 4K
Aspect ratio 16:9
Throw ratio 1,2:1
Contrast ratio 1000:1
Focus adjustment Auto
Keystone correction Auto
4 corners correction Yes
Digital Zoom yes
Light sensor auto brightness adjustment
Screen size (diagonal) 76cm-305cm / 30"-120"
Screen distance 27cm - 319cm / 10'' - 126''
Integrated media
player

Yes

Operating system Android TV

Connection
Wi-Fi 802.11a/b/g/n/ac 2,4+5GHz

ChromeCast Built-in
Bluetooth Bluetooth 5.0

Connect external speaker
USB USB 2.0

USB Type-C
HDMI x1
Audio out 3.5 mm jack
SPDIF Yes

Sound
Internal speaker 2x12W

Standard package includes
Projector PicoPix projector
Remote control Airmote control
Travel pouch yes
Warranty card yes
Quick start guide yes
Power adapter EU UK US CH

Dimensions
Weight 1.96 kg
Unpacked (W x D x
H)

158 x 150 x 119 mm

PicoPix MaxTV

* Google, Google Play, YouTube, Android TV and other marks are trademarks of Google LLC. Google Assistant is not available in certain languages and countries.
* Projectors for direct connection to and for use with an automatic data processing machine such as a smartphone, laptop, PC, Blue-ray Player etc.
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